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INFO PACK 
 OBJECTIVES

WE WOULD LIKE TO ...
- enhance the protection of the cultural heritage of Europe, raise

awareness of its stories and cultural diversity. 

- make partecipants acquire storytelling, media and theatre

methodologies.   

- promote the importance of inclusione among young people with

the narratives of the past.  

- contribute to the intercultural dialogue between partecipants and

locals.  

- develop the key competencies defined by the Erasmus+

programme.  

 

Our projects often take place in the tiny village of Sermugnano that

faces the problem of aging and gradual depopulation. After young

people moved to cities to study and work, the elderly habitants

stayed, today ca. 40 people. This tendency is common particolarly

in the poor middle and south Italian villages. The potential of our

project: foreign youngsters can bring new colors to the village.  

 

Central activity: young participants make interviews with the

habitants and realize an intercultural evening (exhibition,

apericena, feast) with the local people.  

 

The working language of the project is in English.

SERMUGNANO 

On googlemaps: http://goo.gl/maps/XGeZs

The accommodation will be in a really tiny, medieval village

surrounded by rolling hills, immersed in an inspiring landscape ideal

for reflection and education. Sermugnano is  between the cities of

Viterbo and Orvieto (which is 130 km far from Rome and easily

reachable by train). The hostel of Sermugnano is regularly used for

training courses and international youth exchanges. It has two

distinct working or chill out spaces at ground floor and 8 bedrooms

at the upper floor, each with private bathroom and shower. 3 to 6

persons will be accommodated in each room. Wi-fi internet is

available. 



ACCOMO-
DATION

COSTS

SELF-MANAGED HOSTEL
Sustainable approach

The house is self-managed by the groups who are responsible for

living together during the exchange. It is a normal part of our

educational approach, encourages community spirit, responsibility

and sharing. Everyday tasks like cleaning, setting tables, sorting

garbage and washing up will be shared by participants as part of

the "sustainable living" experience. The structure has a fully

equipped kitchen with fridge. 

 

Beddings, pillows and blankets will be provided. Please bring your

own towel. Food will be provided by a kitchen team and on the

intercultural  evening each country group will prepare a traditional

dish for the other groups. If you need special ingredients like spices

to this dish, please, bring them. Any other basic ingredients such as

potato, rice, bread, flour, milk etc. can be bought here. Try to

decide with your group before departure what kind of food you will

prepare.  

 

Where possible, ingredients will be local, seasonal, coming from the

local community and dietary needs catered for. 

The two ways travel (arrival and departure) will be reimbursed to 

the international participants up to 275 EUR, to the italian 

participants up to 20 EUR after the project. Suggested airport is 

Rome. Before taking a train in Italy, don't forget to validate 

your ticket. Keep all the tickets and boarding passes and send them 

back to us after the project. 

Accomodation and meals are provided by the organisers free of 

charge. Participants should pay a contribution for the trip: 20 EUR. 

From each country a delegation of 6 young people (included one 

teamleader) participate.  

We are looking forward to meeting you in Sermugnano!

Project coordinator's contact: Lilla Gosi - lilla.gosi@gmail.com


